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#FoodComa: There is no love
greater than the love of popcorn
Nitya Chablani | March 11, 2016

The perfect combo of healthy and delicious
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RELATED STORIES

When that case of crazy munchies hits, nothing hits the spot quite like a hot tub of
popcorn. While Anastasiya Matveeva, Daria Kalugina and Masha Altynbaeva preferred
their staple movie snack glazed in caramel, others posted stunning pictures of the
classic salted version.

Other foods that got a whole lot of Insta love this week: cereals, to celebrate Cereal
Day, avocados (served up this week with everything including toast, ramen and even
rice), and as always, dessert. Our favourites this week: Kate Wood’s no-churn mocha
brownie fudge ice cream, Maja Vase’s adorable dessert spoons, and Gregory Doyen’s
super glossy chocolate-meets-raspberry concoction.
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Who wore what: Festival de
Cannes 2016

Daily horoscope: May 12,
2016

Beauty must-have: You
need to try this weightless
foundation
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We bet you’ve never seen
the kurta worn like this

This is how different signs
of the zodiac behave when
they have a crush
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Where has Nimrat Kaur been
vacationing?
Nitya Chablani | May 11, 2016

A holiday full of sunshine, greenery and good vibes
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Work break = Road trip !! First night where #TheShining was filmed !! So much
stunning history.... #CrazyLifeWildDays #Oregon #Wanderlust
Image: Instagram.com/nimratofficial
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In this story: SHAHID KAPOOR, SRIDEVI
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While Shahid Kapoor sails the sea with wife and mom-to-be Mira Kapoor, and Sridevi
turns her vacation in Georgia into an impromptu family shoot, Nimrat Kaur has been
spending her time off becoming one with nature in California and the coastal state of
Orgeon, USA.

If you haven’t been following her, we’re filling you in on her travels. Some of Kaur’s
coolest vacay-moments include running under crashing waterfalls and trekking between
towering trees, soaking up on tonnes of vitamin D on sunny days, catching some waves
by the peaceful Oregon coast, and watching dreamy sunsets. Sounds like a fantasy? See
the pictures to believe it.
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Mumbai’s best-kept food
secret, revealed
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Guess which Indian
wedding Enrique Iglesias
just performed at!

We bet you’ve never seen
the kurta worn like this
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